Devil’s Pool: How to learn if you are afraid to die, and if you are able to trust
others enough to put your life in their hands.
Sunday, 15 December 2013, was our only full day at the splendid and immense Victoria Falls, shared by
Zambia and Zimbabwe on a common border. Years ago, while in Zaire (today the Democratic Republic of
Congo), I had wanted to see this famous natural wonder and World Heritage Site, but never got the
opportunity to do so. Today would be different. How different I hadn’t yet a clue.
The previous day (Saturday) my friend
and host, Rosario, and I had flown
from Pretoria (South Africa) and were
lodged at the Chrismar Livingstone
Hotel. Once settled, we scheduled
some activities, including a Helicopter
ride around the Falls. Rosario made
another reservation for “high tea”
and I figured it was a nice riverside
kiosk or perhaps even a cruise on the
Zambezi. I didn’t think any more
about it, as we were anxious to get
going and to walk along the Falls
gorge on the Zambian side.

It is difficult not to
understate the experience
of the first sight of Victoria
Falls. The famous English
missionary David Livingston
himself waxed mystic. From
the Zambian side this initial
view is of the section
named the Eastern
Cataract. However, it was
also difficult, by the time we
got there and were walking
a while, to tell whether we
were getting wetter from
the occasionally heavy rain
or the tremendous mist
being thrown up by the Falls, which often reaches as high as 1300 feet (400 meters) feet and can be
seen from 30 miles (48 km) away. This spectacle was so entrancing that I would have been oblivious to
the spray, from whichever direction it was coming, were it not for my camera getting soaked and
satisfactory photography being difficult if not impossible. We were glad, at least, for umbrellas and
raincoats.

At first the next morning (Sunday) didn’t promise much better conditions. Before starting out, Rosario
told me to be sure to pack my swim suit, I asked if she was kidding, and was only told that there was
going to be a surprise… Into the bag went the swim suit!

Happily, the weather soon began to clear up while, in fact, we were circling the Falls in a Batoka Tours
helicopter, from which we had a grand general view of the Falls. Here is a composite of 12 a shot burst.

Later, accompanied by our driver, Fred (yes, our local chauffeurs have such names), we proceeded to
the Zimbabwean border to obtain visas and head for a very different perspective of the “Mist that
thunders” (Mosi-oa-Tunya), as Victoria Falls is dubbed in local Tonga. One is reminded of what
Livingstone wrote about his first sight of VF – he was the first European on record to have witnessed it –
that these were “scenes so lovely must have been gazed upon by angels in their flight”.
Among many truly spectacular views of Devil’s Cataract and other sections of Victoria Falls, including
several rainbows, at one point near the center, we were gazing north across the west-to-east gorge into
which VF plummets and noticed, through the mist, a group of people at the edge of Livingstone Island
between the Main Falls, as it is called, and Rainbow Falls, already mentioned as the highest point at VF.

A few minutes later, we uttered some OMGs (and a little more colorful language!) as we spied the same
folks now at the very edge of the waterfall, in the water itself! How was this possible? How could

anybody be so crazy? What was keeping them from being thrown over the torrent? In fact,
Hippopotamus and
Crocodiles are known
to occasionally go
over the Falls and be
found in a less
animated state,
washed up on the
sides of the
whitewater gorges
further downstream.
To our increasing
consternation
Rosario soon
screamed, “Oh no, I
think that’s what
we’re going to do
later!” Proliferation
of more picturesque

verbiage on … somebody’s part, when I realized that the “surprise” mentioned earlier had just been
revealed.
Having underestimated the time we needed to walk back from our position at Danger Point (where a
South African professor fell to his death in 2005), we returned quickly but were still late getting back to
our driver’s car, so we rushed through the Zimbabwean and Zambian border controls to arrive in time
for our “surprise” at the Royal
Livingstone Hotel . There the
Tongabezi guides met us, put us
aboard a speedboat to zip past
hippos (and crocs, I presume,
which I saw only the next day from
the air in a Micro-light aircraft) to
land on the same Livingstone
Island we had seen unexpectedly
populated earlier, from the other
side of the gorge. We crossed the
island on foot and walked to the
edge of the precipice to witness
the unbelievable scene from about
the same perspective witnessed by
Livingstone himself. We looked up
and down the gorge with
acrophobic delight and then made our way to the other side of the Island, changed into our bathing suits
and, with our guides’ assistance, swam across a section of the Zambezi River. At some parts we had to
climb out of the wonderful water and stumble along the rocks, which hurt my feet to the point where I
would lose my balance and fall. To remedy this, a guide mercifully provided me with a pair of a light
rubber type of wading shoe. The ladies (Rosario and our new German friend, Sandra) were braver and
thus less fortunately equipped. Anyway, after a frightening tendency to get swept downstream by the
river’s current toward the edge of
the falls, which was startlingly
within our view - I called out to our
leader to help Rosario when she
started floating in the wrong
direction! - we arrived at a stony
outcrop next to what is sometimes
called Armchair Falls because of an
outcrop formation near the top of
the Falls that may look like a seat if
it were dry, but which serves to
throw the torrent out farther in a
jet of water which can be seen in
some of the photos) at the eastern
edge of the Main Falls. (Armchair is
the rightmost part of Main Falls

when seeing it from the other side of the gorge.) We sat a bit while a guide explained that in this next
stage we would swim out to the edge and would feel the nibbling of little fish about our legs. So, this is
Devil’s Pool! He jumped in, shouted “follow me” and proceeded to swim for the very edge of the falls!
Somehow he stopped and, somehow, after not a little trepidation, we each followed. It was one of the
most difficult things to do, slipping into the water of the Zambezi River to swim toward the edge of
Victoria Falls!
To my great relief, we discovered the answer to the mystery of how all these adventurous tourists
weren’t toppling over the
falls. I had surmised ropes
or some kind of harness
but had been very
disconcerted to find no
such equipment being
provided. Instead, it turns
out that there is a sort of
natural underwater wall
that lies unseen just below
the surface at the edge of
the water, over which the
river skims before plunging
over. Sitting on that wall
was blind faith in the
realization that we
wouldn’t be doing this if
there had ever been any
fatalities. And watching
our intrepid guides walk along this wall to shrivel up this aging acrophobe.
There remains another fix here for adrenalin junkies. A guides offers to hold you by your ankles while
you lie on your belly and peek over
the side of the plummeting torrent.
I considered this seeming madness
as we nervously sat on the top of
the underwater wall that was our
earthly rampart and our salvation,
at least for the moment.
Meanwhile, Sandra opted to try
this, and as she, a good swimmer
and one brave soul (she had some
serious bruises from the extreme
white water rafting in the gorges
downstream from the falls), started
squealing “Don’t let go! Hold on to
me!” my courage ran dry and I

opted not to perch any further over the edge. Later she told me she didn’t even look down. She got
some amazing photos, however and I sort of regret chickening out. If you can stretch and hold your
camera over the side, this is what you see. ‘Nuff said.
Well, we still had to swim back to safety, didn’t we? I was relieved to see assistance come for Rosario,
and so I pushed off the wall and paddled as fast as I could to the shortest line of rocks about 15 feet
across the pool. Scrambling to safety gave me a new-found but unfortunately short-lived rock-climbing
agility.
We got back into the next “patch” of the Zambezi to swim back to the shore whence we had come. By
then, I was really enjoying the water - I had
quite forgotten about mere hippos and
crocodiles by now - and wanted to splash
around a bit. However, we were now on a tight
schedule to partake of the ‘high tea’ in
celebration of our supposedly intrepid
foolishness, so I reluctantly got out, got dressed
and joined the others for a nice but light variety
of fare before heading out past waiting hippos
and onward to a warm shower.
As a final, saner, touch on a literally fantastic
day, we were taken by yet another driver,
Victor, to a wonderful dinner of duck and
seafood in the luxury of the Royal Livingston Hotel, whence we had embarked for our little adventure,
but where zebras now placidly grazed on the nearby lawn grass.

